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the future in-space operations division of nasa is the principal customer for the sbir program. the requirement for and evaluation of innovative technologies will be performed under the iss federal experimentation policy (http://fly.iss.iospcl.rl.ac.uk/public/fep/) for evaluation of new technologies. nasa has 3
research opportunities available to participate in the sbir. these activities include: laser thermography systems are being developed for a wide range of applications including sensing, fire detection, and thermal radiation detection. in the field of thermal detection, the principal objective of the niscississ

program is to provide methodologies and techniques for the measurement, characterization, detection and assessment of thermal images for a wide range of missions, including: the small satellite program provides opportunities to enhance a range of near-term space system capabilities through
miniaturization, power and capability generation, and propulsion. this requirement aims to support the development of spacecraft that can play an important role in nasa as well as commercial missions. the program seeks to grow the knowledge, capability, and competitiveness of small satellite systems

and their engineering, development, integration, and operation to help build a substantial portfolio of innovative smallsat systems. a successful program will enable the development of a generation of smallsats that can extend their capabilities into further space and enable them to operate in other
applications such as earth-based solar power as well as other near-earth propulsion and energy applications.
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research and development (r&d) at nasa requires a portfolio of technology development and maturity assessments to ensure that r&d investments provide best return on investment, to plan for r&d needs and to provide the proper skill sets to ensure the future of the agency. technology readiness level is
an assessment tool used to evaluate the maturity of technology, techniques, or procedures. technology readiness level (trl) is a maturity characteristic that applies to all non-operational or non-demonstrated technology. each trl level is associated with clear, well-defined, and mature technology. similarly,

r&d is a very important component of the nasa budget, having an annual growth rate of about 20% since 2002. over the past decade, r&d spending has been at a record high level. the aim of this technology maturation, readiness and qualification (tmrq) program is to identify and promote technology
that is of critical importance to nasa, explore the maturity level of the relevant technologies to enable nasa to utilize them effectively, and demonstrate what advances can be made to further the goals of nasa. in early 2013, nasa selected the overall winners from a pool of 55 proposals to receive funding

through this initiative. the selected proposals represented the breadth of nasa efforts, with a wide variety of technologies being proposed from prototype to mature technology. the programs focus on technologies spanning 7 areas: infrastructure for rapid technology maturation; technologies to enable
human exploration; technologies for exploration; technologies to maintain and enhance the value of the international space station and its discoveries; technologies to develop a cost-effective, sustainable approach to space travel; technologies for propellant and cargo development; and technologies for

lunar operations, human lunar exploration, and human mission to mars. 5ec8ef588b
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